The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 1737
Dominate the distribution of the alliance’s six heavenly powerhouses.

Eleventh place in the north.

Thirty-eight in the south.

But there are three hundred people in the West!

This is absolutely unimaginable for everyone.

Especially Wushuangcheng.
They are proud of being a Sixth Heavenly Powerhouse.

But there are three hundred people here.

This is not even Richard’s use of mechas to enhance combat effectiveness and reach the strength of
the sixth heaven.
All add up to at least three hundred and five.

“Your mission objective is only one-kill Levi Garrison!” mi. c

Richard roared with red eyes.

Since the covenant of the gods, Levi Garrison was definitely the first to receive treatment.

It was targeted by three hundred six-layer powerhouses.

Do not.

Even before the covenant of the gods, it was very difficult to encounter such a situation.

Was targeted by three hundred six-layer powerhouses at the same time.

What status must this be!

“kill!”

Three hundred six-layer powerhouses were dispatched in an instant, with the goal of Levi Garrison.

“This……”

When I saw that the other party had a total of three hundred six heavenly powerhouses.

Li Taishan and the others were stunned.

This is too strong, right?

The total number of their six heavens is less than twenty.

How to fight this?

“Brothers follow the word side by side, and fight together!”

Levi Garrison smiled: “Don’t worry, I’ll leave these to you!”

“come!”

“A street in Erudia, inquire who is Dad!”

Facing the powerhouse of the 360th Heaven, Levi Garrison did not retreat and counterattacked.

“court death!”

…

Soon, Levi Garrison fought fiercely with the three hundred masters.

The Sixth Heaven Powerhouse is still different from other warriors.

Very strong.

Three hundred together, stronger!

If these three hundred people are placed at the forefront, they will definitely push the entire
Western Frontier Theater.

It’s just the previous battle, these big guys don’t want to take the lead.

After all, there is status and status. Who wants to be a soldier at the forefront?

This is the first time that the three hundred and six heavenly powerhouses have joined forces.

The reason was that Levi Garrison angered them.

At the beginning of this battle, everyone thought that Levi Garrison would die.

“Brother-in-law hold on! Brother-in-law must win!”

Abigail held the dragon flag and prayed in his heart.

“Go, destroy me that flag!”

“Erudia people like this kind of symbolic things and think that it is their faith and will!”

“It’s ridiculous!”

Richard ordered.

Immediately, many of the Five Heavenly Powers rushed to the top of the mountain.

Erudia is at stake.

Everyone is waiting quietly.

“According to the latest information, the two sides have already met!”

“Know? The opponent’s six-layer strongman has more than three hundred, and the fifth-layer
strongman has more than five thousand! It’s too strong!”

“Unstoppable! Absolutely unstoppable! It is estimated that within an hour, the fifth line of defense in
the Western Region will be breached, and the

entire Erudia will be under the enemy’s feet!”

…

The breath of failure permeated every corner of Erudia.

There is a scene of depression and decline everywhere.

Even Messiah didn’t dare to speak out.

“Hahaha, Erudia is finally over! I finally saw this day!”

“There is Erudia in the Eastern Continent, how many years has it been over us? Now he is finally
going to be destroyed!”

“The demise of Great Xia, we must celebrate! Come on, hurry up and hold an event!”

…

Overseas countries are so excited to hold various celebrations.

The family of Lopez and Black from the War Eagle Nation.

Enjoy the life of being a master every day.

Seeing Erudia in dire straits, everyone was very happy.

“Once the Western Territory is over, Erudia will be over.”

“At that time, we will bring our grandparents back!”

“What if the summer isn’t over?”

Zhang Wentao smiled: “The summer is not over, I eat shit!”

